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Emission dynamics in transport and buildings: Poland vs EU-27
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Transpor sector: fast growth, as PL is catching up with Western Europe. Risk of
overshooting the EU average and lengthy adjustment of transport system trajectory
towards more sustainable model

Buildings sector: until recent years – acceptance of low-quality coal boiler heating
and lack of incentives to invest in energy efficiency, gradually increasing anti-smog
push since 2018. Focus on rapid switch from coal – risk of gas overinvestment
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Expenditure on direct use of fossil fuels by households:
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Transport fuels – similar shares in household expenditures in Poland and the EU
Main difference: coal expenditures, with very high impact of carbon pricing (high emission
intensity, but also high share of energy carrier cost in final retail price compared to gas)

Total revenues from the ETS for transport and buildings:
Poland vs EU-27
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ETS creates burden for households and companies, but also generates revenues for the
government
Income as the main differentiating factor – this is not only a Polish-specific issue

ETS extension – some further considerations

Strategic choices
Carbon pricing vs standards/subsidies etc. - synergies or trade-offs?
Revenue recycling: transfers vs investment support – efficiency vs feasibility?

Impact of the ETS on domestic policies:
Not if, but how to price carbon: failure to reduce emissions in non-ETS has its own costs
on the national level. ETS provides higher visibility of costs to policymakers
Example of EU ETS in energy sector: direct pressure from the EU-level instrument
driving national-level energy policy
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